Action slots that scale
Initial problem
Initial problem

- Action slots don’t allow a big number of actions in an elegant way
- Configurator might want different behaviours depending on the available space to show the slot
- We only have elements for actions, no metadata like “name” to have different layouts (icon | icon + metadata)
- Different document types might need different configuration
  - As well as other contexts
Goals

- How to scale the number of actions
  - Input variables/heuristic for configuration: slot space, user decision, etc..
- How should configuration look like (technical perspective)
- What slots should be affected
Other slots: where to enable scaling?

Blob actions

Selection bar actions

Result actions
Possible visual solution

- Ellipses drop menu with secondary actions
Comments

  - Never and ifroom should be enough
  - Default is ifroom. Configurator can set `never` (always on ellipses menu)

- First step: implement ifroom on current slots
  - Second: add never configuration

- Use element title as menu label on ellipses

- Never might not be even necessary if we define clearly the number of actions that should appear
Next Actions

- Isabel: for each slot understand the max width
- Gang: implement ifroom logic
  - Slot width should be configurable (using theme would be the best option)
- Gang: implement drop menu
  - Use element title as “label”
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